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Abstract

• Multimodal dialogue systems face the following challenges:

1. Automatically generate context-specific responses instead of

safe but general responses;

2. Naturally coordinate between different information modalities;

3. Intuitively explain the reasons for generated responses and

improve a specific response without re-training whole model.

• We propose a neural case-based reasoning framework to

reflect on experiences for multimodal response generation

(RERG), which consists of two modules:

1. A multimodal contrastive learning enhanced retrieval model for

soliciting similar dialogue instances;

2. A cross copy based reuse model to explore the current dialogue

context (vertical) and similar dialogue instances’ responses

(horizontal) for response generation simultaneously.

• Extensive experiments validate the superiority of RERG on the

mentioned challenges.

Experiments

Conclusion

Method

• Retrieval Module

• Dataset
✓ MMConv [3]

• Evaluation Metric
✓ Text response: BLEU, NIST, ROUGE-L, Entity F1 and Match Rate

✓ Image response: Recall@k

• Baselines
✓ DialoGPT [4]; LaRL [5]; HDNO [6]; MMD [7]; MMConv [3].

• Results

Observations:

1. RERG achieves leading ROUGH-L performance, indicating that it learns

useful natural language patterns from contexts and similar responses.

2. RERG outperforms largely on Entity F1 & Match Rate, indicating richer and

more accurate entity and venue information for specific user requests.

3. RERG also leads image recall, indicating that more relevant images are

provided and a better coordination between modalities is achieved.

• Main contributions
✓ Propose a neural case based reasoning framework to reuse context and

retrieved experiences for multimodal response generation.

✓ Generate more context-specific responses to fulfill user requests.

✓ Achieve better coordination between text and image modalities.

✓ Show explainability and generalizability of proposed model.

• Future work
✓ Explore avenues for end-to-end learning for case based reasoning.

✓ Improve the strategy planning part in handling dialogue situations that

require consecutive turns of actions.
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• Textual Contrastive Learning: follows SimCSE [1] 

𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑗 are the encoded text contexts, 

𝑧𝑖, 𝑧𝑖
′, 𝑧𝑗 are different dropout masks.

• Visual Contrastive Learning: follows MoCo-v2 [2]

𝑞𝑖 , 𝑘𝑖
𝑗
are the encoded image contexts 

from query and key encoders;

𝑞𝑖 , 𝑘𝑖
+ augment from the same image.

• Case-level Triplet Ranking
𝑐𝑖
+is the ground-truth similar cases; 

𝑐𝑖
− is the batch-hardest cases;

𝑠𝑖𝑚 function is dot product.

• Reuse Module
• Text Response: Cross Copy from contexts & similar text responses

• Image Response: Ranking by similarity with weighted similar images

𝛾𝑘 is the text context similarity.

• Explainability

• Study on Unseen Situations

RERG could explain how each component (vallina decoding in green, vertical

copy from context in orange, and horizontal copy from similar cases in blue)

contributes to the prediction probability of each generated word.

To handle unseen situations, RERG provides a computationally much cheaper

way: just need add few similar cases into the retrieve datastore, and then let

the reuse module to construct response with the new top-ranked cases.

• Experiment setting: Split training & testing set to dialogues that happen under a user

goal 𝜋 (additional training cases & held-out test set) and those happen under other

goals (new training set & remaining test set). Evaluate task completion by Entity F1.

Existing models requires 

time-consuming retraining 

and suffer form the problem 

of catastrophic forgetting.
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